COLOUR
CEILING SOLUTIONS

CREATE
MORE
VIBRANT
SPACES

Colour defines the ambience
of a room, playing an essential
role in stimulating mood
and changing people’s
entire experience of a space.
By selecting specific colours,
you can influence people’s
emotions, designing a space
that is fit for function.
Improved well-being can result from a
room designed with people in mind.
Coloured ceilings stir emotions and alter
the tone of a room. Lighter colours make
a room feel brighter, prompting people
to be more proactive. In contrast, darker
colours will bring a sophisticated and
intimate atmosphere to a space, creating
a feeling of cosiness and warmth.
Coloured ceiling tiles with good sound
absorption allow people to focus on
work, conversation, and collaboration as
they provide a great indoor climate for
productivity and comfort.
Colour affects all aspects of the design,
theme, and personality of a building,
making an interior space visually striking.
You can achieve this by choosing from
the multitude of coloured solutions
available from Knauf Armstrong.

1 Custom Metal Hook-On, RAL 1035

YOUR PROJECT:
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LOUNGE / BREAK OUT AREA
Lounge areas are designed to make people feel relaxed and at ease,
being an escape from the chaos of everyday life. Adding colour to a
room can foster well-being or help create a positive ambience. Used in
combination with sound absorbing tiles, you can make a space that is
equally peaceful and enjoyable.
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5 W-H 1000, RAL 2008

• Floating ceilings

CORRIDOR / CIRCULATION AREA
By using dynamic colours, a circulation area can be elevated, bridging the
styles of various spaces, and developing a building that flows together
in a streamlined fashion. Using sound absorbing ceilings will reduce
the noise caused by hustle and bustle within corridors, resulting in a
functional environment that is trendy and stylish.

4 Optima Canopy Hexagon

• Floating ceilings
• Metal Baffles V-P 500
• Laminated Mineral ceilings

SUPERMARKET AREA / RETAIL STORE
Designing a captivating retail space will always draw customers in and
shape the entire retail experience. A coloured acoustic ceiling solution
is attention-grabbing, and can improve the ambience by absorbing
background noise. Strategically placed canopies are striking visuals that
highlight customer service and check-out areas, and act as a backdrop for
vital signage, assisting customers while they shop.

3 Optima L Canopy Circle

• Metal ceilings
• Floating ceilings

CAFETERIA / RESTAURANT
The colour of a space not only affects mood, but it can also influence
appetite. Warmer tones such as red are proven to enhance the overall
dining experience. Selecting a ceiling that also provides outstanding
acoustic performance will improve the atmosphere, enhancing
background music and making conversation clear. In combination with a
vivid colour choice, you will create a space where people feel welcome.
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• Metal ceilings
• Floating ceilings
• Laminated Mineral ceilings

LOBBY / RECEPTION
Bold choices make design look considered and intentional. A coloured,
sound absorbing ceiling within a grand entrance gives guests a
memorable first impression. Coloured canopies and baffles create drama
and turn reception desks into focal points. Choose from a variety of
shapes, materials and even brand colours, to help transform a lobby into
an area that encompasses a brand personality.

2 Metal Canopy Circle

OUR RECOMMENDATION:

RAL and NCS colours available on request.

• Metal ceilings
• Floating ceilings
• Wall solutions

DESIGN
THAT
WORKS
From collaborative
design to
budgeting, from
pre-construction
to on-site
installation and
technical support,
our project teams
across Europe
can engineer your
inspiration, and
tailor it into a truly
unique space.
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multi-material approach

to face every design or architectural challenge

plants across EMEA

providing a best-in-class service and reduce carbon footprint

Your Project Design Centres

with dedicated project-led teams in the Czech Republic, France,
Netherlands, Poland, Russia, Switzerland and the Middle-East to deliver
a customised experience across the entire EMEA region

of our portfolio is C2C Certified®

to guarantee material transparency and meet the growing demand
for healthy sustainable materials

CONTACT US
TO KNOW MORE.

100%

with over 150 years experience in delivering prestigious projects
to you around the world

products in 96 BIM files (Revit & ArchiCAD)
to unleash your creativity
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customer focused

www.knaufarmstrong.com
Follow us on Instagram
@armstrongceilingseurope

